Ontogenetic immune challenges shape adult personality in mallard ducks
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Consistent individual differences in behaviour are widespread in animals, but the proximate mechanisms driving these differences remain largely unresolved. Parasitism and immune challenges are hypothesized to shape the expression of animal personality traits, but few studies have examined the influence of neonatal immune status on the development of adult personality. We examined how non-pathogenic immune challenges, administered at different stages of development, affected two common measures of personality, activity and exploratory behaviour, as well as colour-dependent novel object exploration in adult male mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos). We found that individuals that were immune-challenged during the middle (immediately following the completion of somatic growth) and late (during the acquisition of nuptial plumage) stages of development were more active in novel environments as adults relative to developmentally unchallenged birds or those challenged at an earlier developmental time point. Additionally, individuals challenged during the middle stage of development preferred orange and avoided red objects more than those that were not immune-challenged during development. Our results demonstrate that, in accordance with our predictions, early-life immune system perturbations alter the expression of personality traits later in life, emphasizing the role that developmental plasticity plays in shaping adult personality, and lending support to recent theoretical models that suggest that parasite pressure may play an important role in animal personality development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Individual animals show consistent differences in behaviour that are maintained both over time and across contexts (reviewed in [1–5]). Such traits are referred to as an individual’s temperament or personality [2,5], and have been shown to have a genetic basis [6–8] and be under natural [9–11] and sexual [12,13] selection. Recently, evolutionary and behavioural ecologists have begun to investigate the mechanisms underlying personality differences among individuals. For example, temporal and spatial variation in the environment results in fluctuating selection pressures, thus maintaining genetic variation in personalities (e.g. [14,15]). Another possibility, which remains relatively unexplored, is that perinatal and neonatal environmental factors may shape adult personality [16,17]. Specifically, conditions during ontogeny may alter the development of behaviours, resulting in personality traits that maximize an individual’s fitness with respect to a similar (i.e. continued or predicted) future environment.

Phenotypic plasticity can be driven by early-life conditions, and individuals that experience adverse neonatal conditions may have lower-quality territories [18], reduced ornamentation [19], impaired learning and memory [20], and decreased immune function [21] as adults. While it has previously been established that parasites can evoke immediate changes in host behaviour [22–24], early-life challenges resulting from parasite exposure, or immune challenges in general, may also influence the development, formation and evolution of personality traits [25,26]. Thus, the behavioural effects of immune challenges may not be simply transient (i.e. sickness behaviours that cease post-disease recovery), but may instead lead to long-lasting behavioural effects, especially if challenges occur during early, sensitive periods of life. In rodents, recent studies have demonstrated the importance of neonatal immune challenges in shaping adult brain structure [27], immune response [28] and exploratory behaviour [29]. However, questions remain regarding the importance of the timing (i.e. developmental stage) and intensity of infection in shaping adult personality, especially in non-rodent species.

Because mounting an immune response to parasite or pathogen exposure can be energetically costly [30–32], and an individual’s personality is linked to food acquisition [33], it is possible that resource-accruing personality traits are related to an individual’s past or current immune status [25]. However, experimental tests of this idea are extremely limited. To evaluate the hypothesis that adult personality traits are sensitive to immune status during development [29], we issued an immune challenge (i.e. experimentally induced antibody production) during multiple developmental stages (early, middle and late) to mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos), a precocial species that is easy to rear in captivity (thus minimizing maternal effects), and quantified variation in adult personality.
2. METHODS

(a) Origin and maintenance of birds

We acquired 44 one-day-old male mallard ducklings from a commercial breeder (Metzer Farms, Gonzales, CA, USA) during December 2008. For the first 45 days of life, birds were reared indoors in wire cages (60 x 60 x 60 cm) and maintained at approximately 30°C under a 13 L : 11 D cycle. Individuals were housed in randomly assigned groups of four until they were 20 days old, in groups of three from 20 to 23 days of age, and in groups of two from 23 to 45 days old; this was done to mimic typical brood sizes and to avoid stress associated with individual housing of ducklings (M. W. Butler 2007, personal observation). At day 45, all birds were moved outside and housed individually (in the same wire cages) to ensure typical plumage development [44]. From arrival until individuals were 52 days old, infrared heat lamps were placed outside of each cage to create a constant 30°C environment, and photoperiod followed the natural light–dark cycle (approximately 10.5 L : 13.5 D at 45 days old to 13.75 L : 10.25 D at 21 weeks old). In all instances,cedar wood chips were provided as bedding, and food (Waterfowl Starter for the first 7 weeks, and Waterfowl Maintenance thereafter; Mazuri, Richmond, IN, USA) and tap water were provided ad libitum throughout the study.

(b) Developmental manipulation and sample collection

Ducklings were randomly assigned to one of three experimental groups—EARLY, MIDDLE and LATE—or a control group (n = 11 for each), and cage mates were not assigned to the same treatment. Individuals in the EARLY group received immune challenges during the period of maximum somatic growth (at 3–5 weeks of age [45]), MIDDLE individuals received immune challenges when somatic growth was complete but prior to the acquisition of nuptial plumage (at 8–10 weeks of age) and LATE individuals received immune challenges when ducks were undergoing molt into their nuptial plumage (at 13–15 weeks of age [44]). Immune challenges consisted of a total of three injections, administered once a week over the three-week treatment period. The first injection consisted of 0.2 ml packed sheep red blood cells (SRBC; Innovative Research, suspended at 10 per cent in saline) emulsified in 0.5 ml Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI, USA) administered intra-abdominally (sensu [46]). The second and third injections were similarly administered, and consisted of 0.2 ml SRBC suspended in 10 per cent saline emulsified in 0.5 ml of Incomplete Freund’s Adjuvant (IFA; Sigma F5506, St Louis, MO, USA). We chose to administer this specific immune challenge because it stimulates both the humoral and innate immune systems, and induces the primary and secondary immune responses of individuals. We did not administer sham treatments to CONTROL individuals (n = 11) due to the likelihood of inadvertently eliciting a small immune response when puncturing the skin during injection (sensu [47]). However, CONTROL birds were handled for a similar amount of time as experimental birds, such that birds experienced similar levels of handling stress in all groups.

At the beginning and end of each treatment period, we measured body mass (to the nearest gram) for all individuals. As part of a separate immunological study, all individuals received a series of injections when they were 18 weeks old: a subcutaneous phytohaemagglutinin injection of 0.2 ml of 1 mg ml⁻¹ PHA (Sigma L8754) suspended in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Fisher BP399) and two intra-abdominal injections of 0.2 ml SRBC mixed with 0.25 ml of 1 mg ml⁻¹ aqueous keyhole limpet hemocyanin (Sigma H7017) emulsified in 0.25 ml of IFA. This stimulation of the immune system at the adult stage may have influenced adult behaviour [48], although we lack the data to assess the extent to which individuals were still producing antibodies during the behavioural trials. Therefore, we interpret the results of our behavioural test as representing a possible interaction of developmental immune history with an adult immune challenge. We recorded mass at the end of this adult immune assessment and used this value in all behavioural analyses presented here; we did this because all behavioural trials were concluded within 10 days of this measurement, and because individual mass at this age is correlated with mass at 13, 14, 15 and 16 weeks of age and throughout the adult immune assessment (all R > 0.7, all p < 0.0001).

(c) Behavioural trials

When individuals were 21 weeks of age (i.e. the age at which males typically begin exhibiting courtship behaviour and are thus considered sexually mature [49]), we conducted two rounds of behavioural trials. Round 1 was conducted in a novel environment (figure 1) containing four objects (see below). Round 2 was conducted in the same environment.
The room contained four novel objects placed at the centre of a blue chalk circle (approx. 55 cm diameter) drawn on the floor of the arena (O1–O4). The test arena was divided into an additional 17 sections; divisions between sections were visually estimated by observers during data collection using the relative size of the duck (i.e. distances are approximated in duck lengths; dl, length from beak tip to tail tip).

Figure 1. Overhead schematic view of the test arena. Birds entered the test arena from the release box (RB). The room contained four novel objects placed at the centre of a blue chalk circle (approx. 55 cm diameter) drawn on the floor of the arena (O1–O4). The test arena was divided into an additional 17 sections; divisions between sections were visually estimated by observers during data collection using the relative size of the duck (i.e. distances are approximated in duck lengths; dl, length from beak tip to tail tip).

### Statistical analysis

During round 1, one duck exited the test arena (entering the compartment holding the video cameras) and was excluded from statistical analyses for that round. We found no differences between observers in their calculations of the total number of approaches to each coloured novel object, the total number of objects visited, the total number of transitions or the number of inactivity observations for round 1 (all \( p > 0.27 \)) or round 2 (\( p > 0.34 \)); thus, we pooled data from the two observers, calculated an average score for each behavioural measure and used that value in all subsequent analyses.

To test for differences in activity level, we performed multivariate analyses of covariance (MANCOVAs), with treatment as a fixed factor, time of day and body mass as covariates, and total number of transitions between different room sections and amount of time spent inactive as the dependent variables for each round. To test for differences in exploratory behaviour within novel and familiar environments, we ran MANCOVAs with the same independent variables as described above, and total number of approaches to novel objects, number of different novel objects visited and number of room sections visited as dependent variables for each round. To test whether overall patterns of behaviour were correlated within individuals across rounds, which is a prediction of personality measures [53], we generated residuals for each MANCOVA and calculated Pearson's correlation coefficients between residuals for both rounds.
(i.e. novel and non-novel contexts) for both exploratory behaviour and activity level.

We used chi-square analysis to test for treatment differences in colour-dependent novel object exploration. If differences were detected as a function of both treatment and colour, we identified where these differences existed by running follow-up chi-square analyses within each colour, and compared 95 per cent confidence intervals (CI) to expected proportions (i.e. the proportion at which CONTROL birds approached objects of that colour). Because these were post hoc chi-square analyses, we Bonferroni-corrected our \( \alpha \) to 0.0125 to reflect the fact that we were running four separate follow-up tests. When differences were not detected as a function of both treatment and colour, we pooled treatments and ran a follow-up chi-square analysis to test for differences by colour alone, and compared 95 per cent CI to the null hypothesis (25% for each colour). All statistics were performed in SAS 9.2 (Cary, NC), the residuals from all analyses were normally distributed, and, unless otherwise stated, we used an \( \alpha \) level of 0.05 to determine statistical significance.

3. RESULTS

(a) Within-individual patterns of behaviour

All behaviours were correlated within individual mallards across rounds (behaviour as a function of individual: all \( F_{43,43} > 1.87, \ all \ p < 0.022, R^2 > 0.65 \)), with the exception of total number of approaches to novel objects (\( F_{43,43} = 1.50, p = 0.094, R^2 = 0.60 \)), demonstrating the general behavioural consistency within individuals across contexts. Additionally, residuals from MANCOVAs were significantly correlated within individuals between round 1 and round 2 for activity level (\( r = 0.43; p = 0.0038 \)) and exploratory behaviour (\( r = 0.38; p = 0.0118 \)), also indicating behavioural consistency of individuals across contexts, demonstrating that our measures of exploration and activity represent personality traits.

(b) Activity level

In round 1 (novel environment), activity level differed significantly by developmental immune treatment (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.59, F_{6,72} = 3.66, p = 0.0031 \); figure 2) and time of day (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.72, F_{2,36} = 6.84, p = 0.0030 \)), but not body mass (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.98, F_{2,36} = 0.33, p = 0.72 \)). Post hoc contrasts revealed that MIDDLE birds made more transitions (\( p = 0.036 \)) and tended to be inactive less frequently (\( p = 0.0596 \)) compared with CONTROL birds, while LATE birds spent significantly less time standing or sitting than CONTROL birds (\( p = 0.031 \). In round 2 (familiar environment), however, there was no effect of treatment, time of day or individual mass on activity variables (all Wilks’s \( \lambda > 0.86, F < 1.54, p > 0.23 \)).

(c) Exploratory behaviour

For round 1, exploratory behaviour did not differ by immune treatment (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.81, F_{6,85.3} = 0.88, p = 0.54 \)) or body mass (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.96, F_{2,35} = 0.49, p = 0.69 \)), though there was a non-significant trend for exploratory behaviour to increase later in the day (Wilks’s \( \lambda = 0.82, F_{2,35} = 2.61, p = 0.067 \)). Similarly, exploratory behaviour in round 2 did not differ by treatment, mass or time of day (all Wilks’s \( \lambda > 0.74, F < 1.78, p > 0.17 \)).

(d) Colour-dependent novel object exploration

In round 1, the frequency of colours visited did not differ by treatment (\( \chi^2 = 14.8, p = 0.096 \)), although the total number of object approaches did differ by colour (\( \chi^2 = 13.96, p = 0.0030 \), with individuals approaching red and avoiding orange objects more often than expected by chance (95% CI did not encompass 25% proportion for either). Proportions are presented with 95% CI, and horizontal dashed line represents 25% value.

In round 2 (novel environment), irrespective of treatment, birds approached red objects and avoided orange objects more often than expected by chance (95% CI did not encompass 25% proportion for either). Proportions are presented with 95% CI, and horizontal dashed line represents 25% value.
CONTROL individuals (figure 4). Approaches by EARLY individuals tended to differ from those by CONTROL birds ($\chi^2 = 7.89, p = 0.0484$), with EARLY birds tending to avoid green more than CONTROL birds (figure 4). There were no differences in colour of the objects approached between LATE and CONTROL birds ($\chi^2 = 2.08, p = 0.55$; figure 4).

4. DISCUSSION

A wave of recent reviews in the animal personality literature has suggested that more attention be paid to developmental and immunological aspects of behavioural development [16,17,26]. Here, we show that immune challenges (i.e. stimulation of antibody production) administered during development significantly affected personality traits in adult, recently immune-challenged ducks, and that the age at which an individual was challenged differentially affected the expression of these personality traits. Specifically, we found that immune challenges during the MIDDLE and LATE developmental periods increased activity levels of adult male mallards in a novel environment, and that immune challenges during the MIDDLE developmental period affected colour-dependent novel object exploration behaviour, such that MIDDLE birds preferred the orange objects they had traditionally avoided [41].

The evolution of animal personalities may have been favoured as a mechanism for maximizing fitness in the face of pathogen pressure [25,26]. For example, while immune system activation can incur significant fitness costs (e.g. reductions in adult ornamentation [54,55] and survival [30,46]), the extent of such costs may be modulated by personality, driving inter-individual differences in resource acquisition. Consistent with these models of parasite/immune system-mediated personality variation, we found that individuals that were immune-challenged during development expressed behaviours that are consistent with resource-accruing personalities (e.g. greater activity in novel environments for MIDDLE and LATE birds; more tolerant of typically-avoided orange novel objects for MIDDLE birds). These behaviours contrast with traditional sickness behaviours (e.g. inactivity [48]), which are exhibited concurrently with immune response. We found that developmentally immune-challenged birds were more active in novel environments, suggesting that (i) developmental immune challenges can shape adult personality in general, (ii) duration of time between developmental and adult immune challenges can affect adult personality or (iii) developmental immune history interacts with adult immune challenges, reducing the expression of typical sickness behaviours at adulthood. However, because all mallards were challenged as adults three weeks prior to behavioural tests, we currently lack the ability to distinguish between these three possibilities. Additionally, though we did not quantify boldness, we found that MIDDLE birds exhibited shifts in colour-dependent novel object exploration (i.e. individuals appeared to overcome an inherent avoidance of orange objects) that are consistent with boldness or risk-taking behaviour. Recent studies have demonstrated a link between boldness and mate selection (i.e. bolder males establish pair bonds earlier [56]), even when controlling for an individual’s coloration [57]. Thus, in our study system, elevated activity levels in a novel environment may influence both resource acquisition and reproductive success (via an increase in the likelihood of mate location and acquisition). Although such behaviours are not without their risks (e.g. increased likelihood of being detected by predators [58]), the elevated activity levels of MIDDLE and LATE male mallards in novel environments may reflect behavioural responses that both compensate for the costs associated with immune system activation and also maximize fitness.

An additional (but not mutually exclusive) hypothesis to explain our results is that immune system activation may induce individuals to disperse to new environments where pathogen pressure is lower [59]. Recent studies have documented personality-dependent dispersal tendencies in some animals; dispersing individuals show differences in activity pattern, boldness and aggressiveness compared with non-dispersing individuals (reviewed in [60]). More specifically, higher activity levels are associated with dispersal tendencies or greater dispersal distances in North American red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus [36]), mole rats (Heterocephalus glaber [61]), and common lizards (Lacerta vivipara [62]). Moreover,
immune challenges promote dispersal events in insects [63], and early life parasitism is associated with increased natal dispersal in cliff swallows (Hirundo pyrrhonota [64]). Thus, the greater activity levels in novel environments induced by immune challenges may manifest in nature as greater post-growth dispersal tendencies and distances that reduce the costs of staying in an environment that promotes infection.

Contrary to our predictions, individuals challenged during the earliest part of development did not show the greatest change in adult personality; in fact, these individuals showed similar levels of activity and exploration behaviour to birds in the control group. These results suggest that challenges during the growth period of development may have less of an effect on the development of personality traits than similar challenges later in life. While individuals in all three experimental groups exhibited an immunological response to the treatment (increased constitutive IgG titre, M. W. Butler 2009, unpublished data), EARLY birds, which were in an active growth period during developmental treatment, may have had to allocate a greater proportion of resources to somatic development and, as a consequence of resource trade-offs, fewer resources to neonatal immune response. Although a comprehensive understanding of the neurological basis of personality expression is currently lacking, it is plausible that changes in brain physiology or structure at different stages of development could affect personality. Immune challenges can affect multiple aspects of neural physiology and structure, including neurogenesis [27], synthesis of proinflammatory cytokine [65] or transcription factors [66] in the brain, and modification of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis [28]. Alterations to these processes at different developmental stages may have differential effects; thus, differences between birds that were immune-challenged at different ages may be mechanistically linked to age-specific patterns of neural development. However, these processes are not well understood in many species and their relationship to personality development remains to be explored.

We also quantified colour-dependent novel object exploration behaviour and found that, in a novel environment, birds (irrespective of treatment) showed consistent among-individual colour preferences, tending to associate more with red objects (contrary to previous work [41]) and less with orange ones (in accordance with previous work [41]). While we cannot explicitly test the mechanism behind such a red object preference, we suspect that this behaviour may be due at least in part to the fact that their automatic water bowls had red plastic bottoms (the only highly chromatic structure in their cages). Thus, these birds may have habituated to, or even experienced positive reinforcement for, associating with red objects. We had predicted that immune-challenged individuals would be more exploratory, and would therefore approach avoided colours (e.g. orange [41]) more frequently than controls. Indeed, immune challenges during development were associated with changes in the propensity to explore novel objects of a specific colour (i.e. treatment effects absent in round 1 manifested in round 2). Specifically, MIDDLE birds shifted their colour-dependent novel object exploration away from red and towards orange. One possible explanation for this finding is that MIDDLE birds may have been faster to learn that orange items are not costly, although previous work with rats has tied prenatal immune challenges with impairment of both memory [67] and learning [68]. Nonetheless, our findings highlight that behaviours that appear innate (colour-dependent novel object approaches) are not only affected by developmental history, but may also change over time (i.e. there were no differences by treatment in round 1, but there were some in round 2).

In conclusion, we found evidence that at least one adult animal personality trait (activity level) was affected by neonatal immune challenges. Importantly, we demonstrate (for the first time, to our knowledge) that the specific timing of immune challenges during development differentially shapes adult personality expression. These results emphasize the importance of early-life conditions for adult personality traits and suggest that developmental plasticity of personality traits may contribute to the evolution and maintenance of inter-individual differences in behaviour. Furthermore, this study, though centred on non-infectious challenges, supports recent hypotheses positing that parasites and pathogens may generate variation in personality. We suggest that future studies investigating the ecological roles (e.g. resource acquisition, dispersal patterns) and underlying mechanisms (e.g. neural development, nutrient assimilation ability) of developmentally plastic personality traits are necessary to understand the evolutionary origin and maintenance of inter-individual differences in animal personality traits.
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